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Abstract: The authors of this study designed and optimized a charging landing pad system that
mitigates the landing accuracy issues of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The study looks at the
charging process, energy conversion during periodic landing on a unique platform, and an onboard
and on-ground scheme design procedure. The circuit is fixed on the UAV platform and comprises
six integrated bridge rectifier diodes to alter the four connection pin terminals’ charge polarity.
The inclusion of a current indicator shows the flow of charge during successful docking. The charging
platform consists of square conductive copper plates of specific dimensions that provide positive and
negative polarity in a chess form to ensure the contact of various polarities. This design considers
two power supply options: a solar panel and a standard mains supply. The contact point coordinate
probability when landing is the crucial aspect of this design. A first version of the proposed system
was implemented to measure its effectiveness for commercial drones. This system provides an
automated recharge station with reliable performance. Numerical experiments showed that the
system’s energy conversion remains efficient regardless of drone orientation over the platform or the
environment’s nature.

Keywords: UAV charging system; charging platform; charging efficiency

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used for a wide range of functions. They can be controlled
remotely by a ground pilot or pre-programmed to fly semi-autonomously or fully autonomously to a
specified coordinate by Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation. The relatively short flight time,
due to the low specific power capacity of the power sources, is one concern for the implementation
of aircraft robots. The energy source required for a flight is stored in a battery that is typically a
lithium-ion battery. Consequently, the most appropriate option for expanding its duration is to land on
a unique rehabilitation platform. The platform can either exchange or charge the power source.

These UAVs are also known as drones, which are impressive because they can operate in restricted
areas and are highly maneuverable, finding applications within indoor and outdoor environments.
Those applications include security, control, repair, shipping, delivery, search, rescue, and military [1,2].
Multirotor UAVs with four propellers mounted on high-speed, brushless Direct Current (DC) motors
or multi-rotor UAVs with four propellers fitted on brushless DC motors have many types of payloads.

Those payloads include electric sensors and control systems to ensure a stable flight, high-resolution
cameras, and objects for delivery [3]. A high-density lithium battery is selected for the proposed
system since more energy has to be produced for a lifting force against gravity and should be in motion
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at all times whereby it requires a high motor energy consumption. Because of that, this multirotor
UAV can only fly for a short time. A typical lithium battery can permit a flight time of 20–40 min [3–5],
and this is the main drawback of these vehicles. Therefore, there is an apparent need to switch the
battery periodically for longer terms of operation. Unfortunately, this charging task is carried out by
direct human interference; this has inspired many researchers to automate this recharging procedure.

Many proposed solutions have considered a UAV multi-copter charging station to extend the
mission without the need for human intervention. In recent years, many works have focused on
increasing flight time; three types of research are working on different solutions. The first approach is
to provide a UAV with a larger battery power capacity, which necessarily leads to an increase in weight
and thus negatively affects range and payload efficiency. The second is to adopt a battery replacement
system that can swap batteries automatically directly after docking [6–9]. This solution makes it possible
for a UAV to fly back and continue its mission in a short period. However, with many mechanical
elements, this system could be impractical due to cost and complexity. Another proposed solution
comprises a laser beam device that transmits the power directly to the drone [10–12]. The method
of laser powering was discovered by William C. Brown nearly half a century ago [13]. However,
this method has a severe problem regarding safety, because a powerful laser can damage a human
eye, as found in the research and experiments conducted by the authors of [14,15]; this method is also
impractical due to the low power charging efficiency and high current consumption of UAV motors.

The third method of wireless charging is wireless power transfer (WPT) technology.
This technology is familiar with many low power charging systems such as smartphones and
electronic appliances [16–20]. This principle of this technology enables the transfer of electricity via a
magnetic resonance between two different coils. The wireless power transfer technique can successfully
transmit power over a range of up to 2 m [16]. Nevertheless, these kinds of charging systems that
utilize magnetic resonant induction require little intervention and disruption to their surrounding
environments [17,21–23]. Implementing this technique should consider the onboard charging circuit’s
weight to avoid a reduction of payload and conflict with the UAV electronic system.

Furthermore, even with a high tolerance for coil misalignment, wireless power transfer technology
must ensure an efficient transmission of power. Those issues were discussed in [24–31]. In [32],
the researcher adopted a design of two spiral coils in a circular shape. This design’s drawback was
the considerable weight and size of the installed onboard parts, which reduced the UAV payload
and jeopardized the aerodynamics. In [33], the design model relied upon a mechanical relocating
system to align a coil fixed on the onboard with a second coil installed on the landing station after
UAV touchdown. The main disadvantage of this design was that the alignment process is complex,
which may lead to reliability problems. The maximum achieved average of the wireless power
transfer efficiency was found to be 63.4% and changed over time [34]. However, in [35], an excellent
performance was shown in experiments and analyses. The average achieved efficiency of the WPT was
around 75%. One of the other solutions for power transfer is using a contactable solution, which enables
a high power transmission efficiency. However, that solution needs an accurate UAV landing system
and mechanical process to achieve the connection of the electrodes for reliable connectivity, and this
contributes to a rise in control system costs and complexity [36–38]. Moreover, it requires highly
accurate positioning tools, which are difficult to have due to the lack of a reliable localization system in
an outdoor environment [39–41].

In this work, a UAV charging station is proposed based on direct contact as an alternative solution
for issues in similar existing systems. This solution requires onboard charging circuits to improve the
degree of autonomy for an unmanned aerial vehicle system without any human intervention. When the
UAV reaches its docking station, the recharging process starts. The electrode terminal on the four aerial
skids is attached to a polarized copper plate, and those plates are arranged successively positively and
negatively. The drone can take off and continue to operate without undocking after charging is done.
Therefore, the UAV charging system’s proposed design is entirely automated, and there is no need for
precise drone positioning and adjustment equipment after landing.
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2. Materials and Methods

The authors of this study proposes a solution for charging a UAV systematically without human
interference; the charging system addresses the uncertainty of landing issues. This achievement occurs
via direct contact with the unique design of the platform’s copper plates supplied by a suitable amount
of regulated charging power. That regulation depends on the battery’s properties. The platform
configuration has successively negatively and positively charged plates that supply power to the UAV.
A DC adaptor power source was selected to be equivalent to that associated with the drone itself,
with extra voltage due to the diodes forward voltage drops. Thus, the voltage of the power source
(Vin) can be calculated by the following equation:

Vin = Vdrone + Vd (1)

where Vdrone denotes the full charge voltage of the drone and Vd denotes the forward voltage drop of
the circuit diodes. This work implemented the voltage concurrence concept between source and load;
no overcharge is possible because the voltage levels get to an equivalent state at the end of charging,
and no current flows after that. Though the charging time is longer than other charging methods,
this scheme improves the energy conversion process’s efficiency since there is no DC–DC converter.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram as a concept of the charging system design. Moreover,
the charging system consists of two main parts. First, the onboard circuit that includes a polarity
modulator circuit that acts as a voltage and signal modulator along with the already existing UAV
battery. Second, the ground station consists of conductive materials plates of a proper size for the
UAV’s skids and a power supply. In this study, the ground platform was made to host the landing
circuit connected to an energy source. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed system uses a design of the
ground copper platform as a chess pad. The wiring connection method used in this design provides the
connectivity of positive and negative polarities for the copper plate, which was selected to overcome
the potential landing similarity in voltage polarity and inaccuracy in landing. Two copper plates are
connected to the power supply to provide the rest of the platform’s copper plates’ power. To avoid
short-circuiting, the isolation gap between the plats was made to be slightly further away than that of
the drone pins’ contact area. The charging works directly through the designed platform consisting of
16 copper plates; this enables the energy produced from the power supply to flow through the contact
pins into the polarity modulator circuit, which then charges the UAV battery.
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3. Charging System Design

3.1. Onboard Charging Circuit Designed (Polarity Modulator Circuit)

The diode bridge rectifier works like a one-way valve, only letting the positive or negative charge
through depending on how they are wired [42]. The two-input terminal of the diode bridge rectifiers is
connected to the contact pins; the electric flow happens when these pins touch the charging platform,
which is supplied by a DC power source consisting of negative and positive charging signals distributed
on the platform plates.

The significant advantage of this design is the ability to resolve the misalignment caused by
landing problems. This feature is critical in drone applications at reduced landing precision when
depending on the landing and positioning support systems’ performance. The onboard electronic
circuit design was configured to minimize the component weights and to decrease design complications
and cost. The charging voltage for the UAV battery was regulated on the supply side to match the
battery specification and save weight and size for the onboard charging circuit. Figure 3a shows
the circuit in non-operational mode. Figure 3b shows the polarity circuit with four contact pins in
operation and providing different charging signals. The (+) symbol represents the charging signal
when the onboard pin touches a positive charge tile, but the (−) symbol represent the negative charging
signal when the onboard pin touches the negative charge tile. In this case, all the bridge rectifiers are
operational and modulating the polarities, as needed for the battery. As shown in the circuit diagram,
the diodes circuits use a bold color. This diagram shows the power signal flows through the bridge
rectifiers until it reaches the main terminals that feed the battery. Therefore, the inactive diodes are
shown in a transparent color, which gives the notion of an off activity. Figure 3c shows two contact
pins that are active and in contact to the charging pad tiles, thus providing two different charging
polarities to the circuit design, while the other pins are considered out of range or not connected to any
of those copper tiles; five bridge rectifiers are active and modulating the signal as needed for the battery.
Figure 3d shows three active contact pins while the others are out of range, and, as previously seen,
the charging circuit modulates the signal while improving its modulation. As discussed in the section
above, the 16 copper plates can be represented mathematically with standard logical truth tables with
24 different cases. However, the logical truth table cannot express real case scenarios with the UAV
landing for charging at different angles and orientations. Therefore, a simulation of randomly landing
in 16 cases is illustrated in Table 1, which shows the probabilities of charging as: “+,” which represents
a positive signal, “−,” which represents a negative signal, and “0,” which represents a case when the
pin either falls out of range when the UAV lands or falls between the isolation gaps between the copper
plates, which is indicated as “null”.
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Figure 3. The proposed on-board circuit with a contacted sample of the circuit with all connections
which diode bridge rectifiers (BR1, BR2, BR3, BR4, BR5, BR6) connected to four contact pin (A, B,
C, D) and have four example of operation cases represented in (a), two positive and two negatives
in (b), one positive, one negative, and two disconnected in (c), one positive, two negatives, and one
disconnected in (d).
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Table 1. The cases of charging conditions, where the four contact points and the two signals (positive and
negative) are embedded in the truth table to review charging condition probabilities.

Drone ID Pin A Pin B Pin C Pin D Charging Status

0 − + + − Charging

1 − − − − Not Charging

2 − − + − Charging

3 − − − + Charging

4 0 − − + Charging

5 + − − + Charging

6 + + − − Charging

7 + + + + Not Charging

8 − − + + Charging

9 + − − + Charging

10 + − − + Charging

11 + + 0 − Charging

12 − + − − Charging

13 0 − + + Charging

14 + + − − Charging

15 − + + − Charging

3.2. Landing Platform Design

A proposed design diagram of the system is illustrated in Figure 4. The recharge station and
UAV landing pad passively host the UAV. This passive approach to creating landing error tolerance
was selected based on existing methods of position error correction due to its simplicity. The ground
platform hosts the landing circuit, which is connected to an energy source. The proposed system uses
a chessboard design for the platform. This method provides the connectivity of positive and negative
polarities for the copper plate, which was selected to overcome the landing’s potential inaccuracy.
Two copper plates are connected to the DC power source to provide power for the rest of the platform
copper plates. To avoid short-circuiting, the isolation gap between the plates was made to be slightly
further away than that of the drone pins’ contact area.
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The proposed charging system uses a designed ground platform that aids the charging process by
the following procedure below:

• The positive–negative consecutive square copper plates are sized in such a way that their side
lengths are smaller than the shortest distance between every two legs of the drone.

• The ground station’s dimensions were estimated from a repeatability test of the landing process
in the same location to find the maximum area of landing error [43], which was found to be
70 × 70 cm.

• The space between each consecutive square piece in the chess platform was made to be slightly
larger than the drone terminal’s spring pin contact.

4. Charging System Integration

Spring pins were installed at each end of the UAV skids that were then wired to the modulator
circuit. The six-bridge rectifier diodes of the onboard modulator circuit board was configured such
that all positive diode terminals were connected to form the main positive terminal. This system
provides the positive charge signal for the battery and the same for the diodes’ negative terminals.
However, two other input terminals were attached and configured to cover any possibility with the
drone’s pins. The integration of the overall proposed system is depicted in Figure 5. This structural
design of the diode bridge works to provide the drone battery with a single-pole supply irrespective of
the drone y-axis. The charging process can be started with minimum two pins attached to the plates.
The maximum is when all four pins are attached to the charging platform, and each pin may have
a different polarity to the others depending on the plates’ charging polarity touch. Concerning the
forward drop voltage of the diodes, the UAV battery terminals’ power is balanced to the voltage of its
full load.
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5. Results

5.1. Charging Circuit Simulation Results

The results for the simulation regarding the charging circuit design can be seen in Figure 6. The six
bridge rectifiers act simultaneously with the input signal to interpret polarity modulation from the pins
to the battery. As shown in the figures mentioned above, the charging signal inputs are represented
by black-colored wiring; however, the output of the modulated charge signal is demonstrated in red
and blue colors for the positive and negative charging signals, respectively. Finally, the plate needs
at least one positive contact and one negative pin contact for charging to commence. Furthermore,
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the simulation results indicated that all possibilities of UAV landing could give 13.0 V to the battery,
which matched the battery charging demand.
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5.2. Charging Performance

A DC power supply was used to simulate the standard commercial power supply.
The configurations for the supply power were set based on the charger manufacturer’s specifications.

The drone battery is a rechargeable, 2700 mAh, high-density, lithium-ion polymer. Briefly,
the range of charger output current was limited to (1.2 A). The charging current was set to 0.27 A,
and charging voltage was set to 13 V. However, the battery capacity for input power was set to 12.4 V.
Tests were conducted to assess the direct contact method’s reliability for charging the onboard drone
battery. The outcome of these attempts confirmed the presented method, as the current was found to
flow from the power supply to the battery through the chessboard and the onboard contacts once the
drone touched the charging platform. Figure 7 shows that the initial charge started at 0.279 A and
gradually reduced over time due to Ohm’s law. Furthermore, the battery voltage started at the point
of the minimum battery cut-off threshold, which was the point that the battery was considered fully
discharged. The standard in the experimented battery was 10.4 V, and it rose over time to an open
circuit voltage of 12.4 V, which was the maximum potential difference when there was no current that
could flow through the battery cells.
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The charging process depends on the battery’s state of charge, the type of power source, and the
weather conditions. Upon automatic drone landing, the onboard battery can reach full charge in
approximately 180 min.

For an analysis of the direct contact and the efficiency of the polarity modulator circuit, the supply
voltage was adjusted to 13.7 V and the onboard circuit output voltage (which is the final input voltage
for the battery) was adjusted to fit with the 13 V while considering the value of RLoad for the copper
plate and the polarity modulator circuit, which was 50 Ω. The following calculation is for the difference
between the Iin (input current supply) and the Iout (output current) of the circuit:

Iout =
Vout

RLoad

where Iout = 0.26 A. therefore, moving forward with the calculation of efficiency, the charging circuit
with a starting input current (Iin) of 0.279 A was calculated to be 88.42%. The efficiency of the charging
system was calculated using the ratio of the power out from the circuit to the power generated by the
DC power supply as follows:

η =
Vout × Iout

Vin × Iin
%

where η is the charging efficiency in percent, Vout is the output voltage (circuit), Iout is the output
current (circuit), Vin is the input voltage supply, and Iin is the input current supply.

Table 2 shows that the proposed method’s efficiency was estimated to reach 88.42% at the start of
charging, as illustrated in Figure 6, by using the power efficiency equation shown above. Compared
to related work that has mostly used wireless charging methods, this method was found to have a
superior charging performance.

Table 2. Comparison table for charging efficiency.

Charging Efficiency, η (%) Method Reference

88.42 Contact Charging This Work
40–50 Wireless Power Transfer [44]

52 Wireless Power Transfer [17]
76 Wireless Power Transfer [26]
65 Wireless Power Transfer [33]

>50 Wireless Power Transfer [34]
75 Wireless Power Transfer [35]

13.33 Inductive Charging [45]

It was clear that the maximum efficiency was attained when the onboard battery reached its
approximate full charge value; this explained the potential losses of the direct contact recharging
process. The losses can be classified as follows:

• Contact losses due to the quality of the spring contact pins, copper plates, and wires. Their quality
can be improved through the use of better materials such as carbon brushes and through the
enlargement of the wires’ cross-section area.

• Voltage regulation losses, which can be reduced by selecting suitable solar panel specifications
and applying the voltage matching concept [46,47].

• Measurement losses, which can be improved with high-efficiency sensors such as Hall-effect
current and voltage sensors.

5.3. Landing Probability Simulation Result

Tests were conducted to evaluate the relationship between the size of the copper plates and the
distance between the contact pins on the UAV skids. A simulation model for landing operation was
established with the Java programming language. In this simulation model, the parameters of the
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distance between contact pins, the size of the landing pad that hosts the copper plates, and the spaces
in between the plates were considered to be fixed. Furthermore, the size and number of plates were
kept adjustable to find the optimal charging operation set up. The landing process application was
simulated 200 times, and each time, the landing and charging effectiveness was recorded in percent.
However, the program recorded the position and the contact pin when it touched the copper plates, or it
recorded “0”, which meant “no signal or null” if the pins were out of the plates’ range. To learn more
about the choice of the sizing of the charging plates, we simulated five different sizes of 10 × 10 cm,
12 × 12 cm, 14 × 14 cm, 16 × 16 cm, and 18 × 18 cm. Table 3 illustrates the size choice, number of
plates, and percentage of charging possibilities. By changing the number of randomly simulated
landing repeatability tests, we were able to find the charging probability percentage (the percentage of
successful charging cases or the achievements of landing that lead to confirmed charging cases for the
UAV quadcopter) and the appropriate distance between contact pins on the UAV skids, which were
ultimately fixed to a (X) configuration of 25.4 cm in width and 18.6 cm in length.

Table 3. Charging probability with different plate sizes.

Details of Design Number of Plates Charging Probability Percentage (%)

10 × 10 cm 36 57
12 × 12 cm 25 55
14 × 14 cm 16 69
16 × 16 cm 16 76
18 × 18 cm 9 71

6. Conclusions

For this study, a charging platform with a chess-pad configuration was applied to a landing UAV.
All onboard components were exceptionally light and compact. By its design, the proposed of a small
diode bridge configuration with only six pieces and four spring contact pins was installed in a UAV
to directly touch its landing station. Using direct link configuration, it showed 86% efficiency of the
battery recharging system compared to wireless charging methods. A simulation for the dimensions of
the platform regarding the design of the plates could be configured to the required shape and size
of any UAV. The onboard part of the charging system and the configuration of the six diode bridge
rectifiers enabled the battery to charge even if just two contact pins successfully touched the platform.

Future work should be done to address the following problems. The landing pad design
configuration could mitigate moisture issues to resistively sense changes in load between adjacent
plates. Additionally, the current flow could be restricted in the ground platform to help avoid short
circuiting, and a heating component could be included after precipitation to evaporate moisture.
It is also conceivable for indoor and outdoor ground stations to use independent power sources.
The development of this platform offers a practical and scalable UAV charging system.
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